New Titles at MSFRIC

- The ADD Myth: How to Cultivate the Unique Gifts of Intense Personalities
  Call Number: 618.928589 B954a
- Called to Serve: A Handbook on Student Veterans and Higher Education
  Call Number: 362.860973 H229c
- The Civilian Impact of Drones: Unexamined Costs, Unanswered Questions
  Call Number: 363.3498 C582
- Counterstrike: The Untold Story of America's Secret Campaign Against al Qaeda
  Call Number: 973.931 S355c 2012
- Deployment and Redeployment Operations
  Call Number: M-U 40592 no.3-35
- Female Soldiers in Sierra Leone: Sex, Security, and Post-Conflict Development
  Call Number: 305.43 M157f
- Fragments from Iraq: Diary of a Navy Trauma Surgeon
  Call Number: 617.092 S864f
- The Guerrilla Factory: The Making of Special Forces Officers, the Green Berets
  Call Number: 356.1675 S398g
- I Always Wanted to Fly: America’s Cold War Airmen
  Call Number: 358.40092 S193i
- Mao: The Real Story
  Call Number: 92 M296pb
- The Predictable Surprise: The Unraveling of the U.S. Retirement System
  Call Number: 331.2520973 S332p
- Silent Spring at 50: The False Crises of Rachel Carson
  Call Number: 305.43 M157f
- United States and Mexico: Ties that Bind, Issues that Divide
  Call Number: 327.73072 A283u
- When Victory is Not an Option: Islamist Movements in Arab Politics
  Call Number: 320.557 B879w
- Who Watches the Watchman?: The Conflict between National Security and the Freedom of the Press
  Call Number: 323.445 R825w

Feedback Opportunity!!

Let us know how we are doing! On April 22nd, MSFRIC will launch its annual customer survey to the AWC, ACSC, and SAASS faculty and students. We welcome your candid feedback on ways we can improve our products and services. Participation is voluntary, anonymous, and will run through May 3rd. We won’t know unless you tell us!